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ABSTRACT
This thesis describes two parts ofa vision system that'interprets hand posture and
gesture. The first part interprets hand posture using a smart sensor that provides selective
views of variable resolution which leads to simplification in the recognition procedures.
The second part utilizes the derived optical flow of hand gestures to provide a unique
representation signal for each gesture. The representation signal can be recognizeq using
spatial filters. The vision system can recognize hand posture and gesture in real time if
proper hardware is available.
Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Human-machine int~rfaces and specifically human-computer interfaces play an
important role in our daily lives. Their applications can be found in education (e.g., [28]),
medicine (e.g., [2]), and in the military (e.g., [2]). In these applications, humans
communicate with machines either by hardware devices (e.g., keyboards), speech, or
visual fOnTIs. In developing an intelligent human-machine system, visual communication
is preferred because it does not require physical attachments. Whether a person is deaf or
not, humans always use their hands when communicating.
Hand gesticulation is an important part of human communication used to express
emotions and meaning and to stress a particular meaning. Hand gesticulation becomes
particularly important when spoken language cannot be used in communication, as in
communication among hearing impaired individuals. In order to facilitate communication
among hearing persons and those relying on sign language, researchers have studied the
problem of computer-based sign language understanding. The automated systems have
the potential to aid communication between sign language users when they communicate
with individuais that are not familiar with sign language. Furthermore, computers may
become a means offacilitating communication between sign language users with different
native languages and for video teleconferencing in general.
A particularly important component of sign language is motion understanding,
which has been studied intensively in computer vision (e.g., see [1,15,30] and review in
[13]): Some research efforts have concentrated on model-based approaches to sign
language understanding, e.g., [21]. Most recently, researchers have considered neural
networks for interpreting sign language, e.g., [23,40], or dedicated hardware for real time
interpretation, e.g., [31]. Alternative techniques for recognizing hand motion are
described in [3,19,36]. The technique described in [3] extracts the 3-D position and planar
orientation of the hand and the joint angles of the fingers. The algorithms are used by a
2
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vision system to track a hand at 30 frames per second. The method proposed in [19]
represents a hand by five cylindrical models. Six 3-D motion parameters that correspond
-to the movement ofthe fingertips in the image plane are calculated for each model. The
approach in [36] proposes a vision based hand tracking system which can be calibrated
--------- - _ ..- -- ------- ------- -- - -------------
for use with any person's hand. The system is used in the applications of human-computer
interaction where hand gesture is the main method of communication.
This thesis describes two parts of a vision system for interpreting sign language.
The first part uses a smart sensor to interpret hand posture. The second part utilizes
optical flow to represent hand gestures. Chapter 2 describes smart sensing used to
simplify the problem of hand shape recognition. Section 2.1 considers other sensing
strategies which are compared to the smart sensing technique. The-assumptions used in
this work are summarized in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 discusses the strategy and function
of the smart sensor and focuses on the sensor's output, which is the cortical projection
image. Then, the procedures that extract features from the cortical projection image are
discussed in Section 2.4. Section 2.5 illustrates the recognition method.
In Chapter 3 we propose a hand gesture representation method. Hand gesture is
defined as the motion of a hand of a specific shape in a trajectory path. The objective of
Chapter 3 is to show that different hand gestures have different representation signals
using the proposed method. In Section 3.1 we review the related research on flow fields.
Section 3.2 discusses the assumptions that we are using in order to simulate the proposed
approach. The derivation of the optical flow, with examples, is discussed in Section 3.3.
Section 3.4 outlines a feasible approach to real time recognition ofhand gestures.
In Chapter 4 we examine the techniques used in hand posture recognition (cortical
projection image) and hand gesture representation (combined optical flows). The cortical
--.
projection technique is tested on real hand images. The combined optical flow technique
is validated by analyzing its Fourier transform.
Chapter 5 summarizes the results obtained from testing the proposed approaches.
Finally, it suggests future work to improve the interpretation of hand posture and gesture.
The main contribution of this thesis is a novel technique for interpreting hand
3
posture, that is robust to changes in position and viewing angle. This technique uses a
smart sensor, which simplifies the problem of hand shape recognition, to acquire images.
Furthermore, we propose an approach to represent hand gestures. This approach is robust
to various speeds of hand motion.
!
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Chapter 2
USING A SMART SENSORTO INTERPRET HAND POSTURE
·2.1 Introduction
Shape representation is an importan~ topic in image processing and computer
vision. Standard techniques include chain code, polygon approximations, signature,
skeleton and statistical methods [9,25,32,44]. Many researchers have studied shape
representation and demonstrated its applications in medical, military, inspection, and
human-computer interface areas (see e.g., [56] for different approaches to shape
representation). In this chapter we discuss a different approach to representing shapes
aimed at recognition ofhand shapes ofthe manual alphabet of American Sign L~nguage.
This research work is also discussed in [5]. In this section we review different strategies
in representing hand shapes, so that we can compare these techniques to the method that
we are using (Section 2.3). Section 2.2 discusses the assumptions of this work and set-up
used to generate simulated image sequences. Then, in Section 2.3 we describe the cortical
projection that we are utilizing for hand shape representation. Next (Section 2.4), we
present the algorithms that extract features from the cortical projection. In Section 2.5 we
discuss the recognition method.
We start with Charayaphan and Marble (1992) who have utilized the generalized
Hough transform tech~que to represent hand shape (for more detail see [8]). This
procedure includes: (1) computing the gradient of an image, (2) specifYing subdivisions
in the transform plane, and (3) examining the relation between pixels in terms of
continuity (Gonzalez et al. (1992)). The three processes are computationally expensive.
Huang et al. (1992) have proposed a system that uses polygon transformation for hand
shape representation. Polygon transformation requires intensive computations to obtain
the resulting polygon. Another approach is described by Ishibuchi et al. (1992). Their
hand shape strategy is represented through both the 3-D center ofgravity of the hand and
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the 3-D fingertip position. The position of the fingertips relative to the center or'mass of
the hand is the hand shape representation. Each finger has only two states: extended or
bent. Ishibuchi et aI. (1992) proposed the Pipeline Image Processor system to extract
these fingertip positions. The system works in real time; however, it is designed for a
virtual reality environment. Thus, it only understands grab (at least three bent fingers) and
release (at least four stretched fingers). It is not useful for a detailed hand shape analysis
such as the manual alphabet ofAmerican Sign"Language. Fels et aI. (1993) and Murakami
et al. (1993) have used Data-glove to give the hand shape meaning. The Data-glove has
two sensors for each finger. The sensors are fiber optic transducers which measure the
finger flex angles. The sensors' output signals are the meaning of particular hand shape.
Data-Glove output representation is super fast, and it effectively represents different hand
shapes.
Our approach utilizes smart sensor to represent hand shapes of the manual
alphabet ofAmerican Sign Language. Unlike the techniques mentioned above (except the
technique presented by Fels et aI. (1993)), the representation signal (cortical projection)
is obtained in the scene-acquisition phase. This signal is obtained fast if proper e
(the smart sensor) is used. Our work is simulated by a software program.
2.2 Assumptions
The primary objective of this chapter is to show the utility of cortical projection
in simplifying the problem of hand shape recognition. The algorithm is developed
assuming the ~ollowing:
• Only one hand is used in signing and appears in the scene.
• Signer wears white glove and background is dark.
• Only static signs are allowed.
• The center of the smart sensor (the fovea) focuses on the center of mass of
hand shape.
6
2.3 Utilizing the smart sensor's output signal in hand posture
representation
2.3.1 Background
Digital processing requires images to be obtained in the form of electrical signals.
These signals can be digitized into sequences of numbers which then can be processed by
a computer. There are many ways to convert images into digital numbers. The most
common technique is to employ a charge couple device or a CCD and an analog-to-digital
(AID) converter. Figure 1 shows typical CCD architecture. During the accumulation
phase, each element (photoreceptor) collects electrical charges which are generated by
absorbed photons. The collected charge is proportional to the illumination. In the read-out
phase, these charges are sequentially transported from sensor to sensor and finally
converted to an electric voltage [25,32,44]. The electric charge is then converted to a
digital value by an AID converter. A typical high resolution CCD sensor has 486 lines of
768 elements [32]. This particular sensor has 486 x 768 = 373,248 elements. For
example, if we acquire images at a rate of 30 frames per second, that means we have to
deal with 11.2 million samples per second or billions of operations per second in the early
stages ofprocessing, which is a lot of information to be stored and processed. The human
,
visual system processes part of a scene of interest at high resolution and the rest at low
resolution. In this way, concentration is on processing the information of interest while
the Imy resolution zone alerts us ifthere is something that might be of interest. The smart
sensor has the same basic strategy as human visual perception.
Sandini and Dario (1989) define the smart sensor as the selective, task oriented
gathering ofinformation from the visual world. Unlike a regular sensor where its photo-
receptors are uniformly distributed, the smart sensor has the same distribution of photo
elements as the retina. In the retina the density of photoreceptors decreases as the image
away from the center (fovea) [17,18]. Figure 2 shows the smart sensor architecture. One
can see the area ofthe photoreceptor increases as we move away from the center (fovea).
Therefore, the smart sensor attains high resolution at its center and lower resolution as
7
we move away from the center. The essential elements of smart sensing are the fovea, the
periphery, and the high level control of the sensor itself, so it can only be foveated on a
spot of interest (Burt (1988)). In our case, we are not discussing the control issue; we
assume that we have the desired level of control.
r Photorecepto~
\
\
\
\
Figure 1. Basic structure ofa typical CDD where the distribution ofthe photoreceptors
is uniform.
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Figure 2. (aJ The CDD smart sensor which is designed by University ofPennsylvania
and manufactured in Belgium. (b) Basic structure of smart sensing. The area of the
photoreceptors is decreasing toward the fovea and the resolution is getting higher. The
fovea has the highest resolution.
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2.3.2 Function and strategy of the smart sensor
As seen in Figure 2(b), the photoreceptors are arranged in circular rows and
organized in such a way that the highest resolution is concentrated at the sensor's center
and decreases toward the periphery. For example, if the scene ofFigure 3(a) is captured
by a smart sensor, then the retinal image is shown in Figure 3(b). One can observe that
the center ofthe retinal image is clearand crisp in and around the center, but it becomes
blurrier toward the edges (periphery). The basic operation of accumulation and read-out
phases in the smart sensor is the same as in an ordinary sensor. However, the output
image ofan ordinary sensor is the same as the image captured by the sensor. On the other
hand the output image ofthe smart sensor is the transformation from the polar coordinate
to the Cartesian matrix form image, which is called the cortical projection image as seen
in Figure 3(c).
In our earlier work (Alsayegh et aI. (1994)), we simulated a sensor that consisted
of3 concentric areas. Each area consisted of36 circular rows where the photoreceptors
lay. the cortical projection is modeled as aconformal mapping of the polar (p, 8) plane
onto the Cartesian (log(p), 8) plane. This relationship can mathematically be described by
considering a point z = (p)exp08) on the retinal plane (foveated image) that maps the
point in the cortical plane as
w = log(z) = log(p) + j(e + 27r). (1)
When taking into account only the principal branch of the logarithmic function, the
representation of a cortical projection point is
W = 11 + jv,
11 = log(p), v = e
(2)
(3)
(Reference [39] discusses the details of the relationship.)
Fifteen shapes used of the America Sign Language finger spelling, shown in
10
Figure 4(a) were processed by the simulated sensor. Figure 4(b) shows their cortical
projections. From the cortical projections of Figure 4(b), one can observe the following
advantages:
• 2-0 signals (images) ofhand shapes are transformed to 1-0 signals.
Processing 1-0 signals is much faster and easier than processing 2-0
signals.
• A 512 x 512 image frame is changed to 180 x ISO. Although the image size
is reduced, the cortical image has the necessary information that is needed to
go back to the original image (that is, in the case ofbinary images).
• Object shape representation (cortical projection) is obtained in the process
of scanning the scene. If a conventional sensor is used, a representation
technique is needed to symbolize the hand shape.
The next step is to extract features from the cortical projection so that we can distinguish
between different hand shapes.
a
Figure 3. (a) The scene that is captured by the smart sensor.
II
Figure 4(a) were processed by the simulated sensor. Figure 4(b) shows their cortical
projections. From the cortical projections of Figure 4(b), one can observe the following
advantages:
• 2-D signals (images) ofhand shapes are transformed to I-D signals.
Processing I-D signals is much faster and easier than processing 2-D
signals.
• A 512 x 512 image frame is changed to 180 x 150. Although the image size
is reduced, the cortical image has the necessary information that is needed to
go back to the original image (that is, in the case of binary images).
• Object shape representation (cortical projection) is obtained in the process
of scanning the scene. If a conventional sensor is used, a representation
technique is needed to symbolize the hand shape.
The next step is to extract features from the cortical projection so that we can distinguish
between different hand shapes.
a
Figure 3. (a) The scene that is captured hy the smart sensor.
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Figure 3 (continue) (b) Retinal sampling which is the polar representation ofthe scene.
(c) Output ofthe j711Clrt sensor, which is the cortical projection image represented in the
Cartesian plane.
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Figure 3 (continue) (17) Retinal sampling which is the polar representation of the scene.
(c) OlltPllt ofthe smart sensor, which is the cortical projection image represented in the
Cartesian plane.
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Figure 4. (aj Fifteen hand shapes usedfor testing the proposed concepts representing
finger spelling given ;n the matrix above. (bj Cortical projections ofhand shapes shown
in (aj.
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2.4 Extracting features from the cortical projection image
We use cortical projection for feature extraction because it emphasizes some
important features of a hand that are not easily visible in the images acquired by
conventional sensors. The obvious advantages of this transform regarding computer
vision applications, such as shape recognition in binary images, have already been
demonstrated in [39].
The hand shape recognition is recognition of finger arrangement. In general, each
of the five fingers may acquire three possible states: (1) stretched, (2) half-bent and (3)
bent. The proposed sensor reduces the problem of recognizing finger arrangement to
recognition of peaks in resulting one-dimensional signals. In general, 2-D shape
recognition requires recognition procedures invariant to rotation and translation of objects
and in many cases to scaling. In the chosen representation, the problem of translation
does not exist because the transform is carried out relative to the center of gravity,
rotation ofthe hand manifests as translation of the I-D signal, and some ofthe problems
related to scaling are eliminated by not considering a part ofthe cortical image that does
not carry any information (similarly in [39]). The primary characteristics of the 15 cortical
projections are holes, peaks, and valleys.
2.4.1 Hole Detection
Since we are considering binary images of the hand silhouette, the hole and
background intensities are the same. Therefore, we are spotting a region that has the
background intensity (0 intensity in our case) and is surrounded by object intensity. The
detection algorithm works as follows:
A hole is present if
• there is a pixel which has the same intensity of the background
• this pixel is surrounded by the object
• there is no pixel which is previously chosen for hole detection.
Figure 5 illustrates the hole detection algorithm.
14
•P3
[] Object [] Background
Figure 5. Illustration of the hole detection algorithm. Point P1 has the same intensity
of background. Goingfrom P1 in any direction hit a point that belongs to the object.
Assuming that P1 is the first point to be detected, within a neighborhood ofNxN, there
is no point that is markedfor hole presence; thus a hole is detected Point P2 satisfies
the first two conditions, but within NxN neighborhood there is P1. Point P3 satisfies the
first and third conditions; however, going in the vertical direction does not hit object
point. Then, P2 and P3 do no~ qualifyfor hole presence.
15
2.4.2 Peak and Valley detection
Kories and Zimmermann (1986) proposed the monotony operator for the
determination of displacement vector fields different scenes, motion situations and a
camera (for m.ore detail see [34,35]). In our case, the Monotony operator is employed to
extract maxima/minima out of the cortical projection.
The cortical projection is a binary image. The white region pixels belong to the
object (hand) and the black region to the background of the scene. The monotony
operator is computed in the following way: (1) If the center of the mask is one, then
count the number ofzeros in the mask. (2) Set the value of the center of the mask to the
number of zeroes computed in (1). For example, with a 3x3 mask
000000 .
000000 .
o0 1 1 1 1 . .. - Monotony operator - ~
001111 .
001111 .
001111 .
00000 .
00000 ..
00533 .
00300 ..
00300 ..
One can see that the comer has the highest value. The corner is one of the characteristics
ofpeaks and valleys. With proper threshold value we can exclude lines and stay.with only
corner points. In our case we have a mask of 7 x 7 and threshold equal 32. Thus if a
point in a graph (cortical projection), that monotony operator is applied on, has a value
of32 or greater then this point is not deleted otherwise it is deleted.
The monotony operator shows several advantages. First of all, it has low
computation cost. When dealing with gray level images, the result does not depend on the
absolute gray values and contrast.
2.4.3 Detecting Other Features
Some ofthe analyzed cortical projection images contain gaps (see Figure 6). Gaps
are wider than valleys. In order to distinguish between gaps and valleys we take the ratio
16
ofthe widths ofthe gaps in the central part of the cortical image for two values of p, one
at the image base and the other at the image top (see Figure 6). If the ratio is greater than
the prespecified threshold (here set to 3), then a gap is detected.
gap
(~~-
pI
p II Object
D Background
e
Fi~re 6. Detecting a gapfrom the cortical image. If p1/p2 > 3, then a gap is detected.
2.5 Recognition
We mentioned in Section 2.2 that the objective of this chapter is to show utility
ofcortical projection in simplifying the problem of hand shape recognition. The following
discussion pertains to recognition of 15 hand shapes corresponding to finger spelling,
shown in Figure 4(a), and their cortical projections shown, in Figure 4(b). In Section 2.4
we were looking only for peaks (maxima), valleys (minima), and gaps in the cortical
images. These cortical images correspond to binary images of the hand silhouette. The
17
complete set may require the extraction of more features and/or the need to process gray
level images.
,
In this Section we are utilizing the extracted features in constructing pattern
vectors. Each pattern vector ~ is a 5-element vector that is ~ = [Xl X2 ~ X4 X5], where
Xl encodes the presence of a hole in the cortical image (letter '0' in Figure 4(b), for
example, contains a hole). If a hole is present, Xl = 1; otherwise, Xl = O. Element X2
encodes the absence of stretched fingers (thumb excluded), i.e., peaks in cortical·
projection. 'If no fingers are stretched X2 = 1; otherwise, X2 = O. For example, for the
letters 'a' and 'b', X2 equals 1 and 0, respectively. Encoding is done by testing if the largest
p coordinate exceeds some prespecified threshold value. Element X3 encodes the number
of stretched fingers by finding the prominent maxima in the cortical image. Prominent
maxima are detected ~y using the monotony operator (Section 2.4.2). For instance, for
the letter 'w' (see Figure 4(b)), X3 = 3. Element X4 encodes how deep the minimum
between two prominent maxima is in the cortical image. If the minimum is 'deep', X4 = 1;
otherwise, X4 = O. For example, X4 equals 1 and 0 for letters 'v' and 'u', respectively.
Element X5 encodes the ratio ofthe width of gaps in the central part ofthe cortical image
,
for two values of p, one at the image base and the other at the image top. If the ratio is
greater than the prespecified threshold (here set to 3), X5 =1; otherwise, X5 = O. For
instance, X5 = 1 for the letter 'c'.
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Chapter 3
UTILIZING OPTICAL FLOW IN REPRESENTING HAND
GESTURES
3.1 Introduction
An object is moving if its position/shape is changing with time. An image
acquisition device (e.g., video camera) may capture the object motion by generating an
""
image sequence. In order to distinguish between different gestures, characteristics of a
particular movement are extracted out of the image sequence when some operations are
performed on it (image sequence). Sezan et al. (1993) classifY the operations that are
performed on the image sequence into three major categories: 1) image sequence
processing; 2) image sequence analysis and 3) visualization. The inter-relationship among
these three categories in Figure 7.
~I
\, Motion
\ Analysis)
-..L -+. DATA
Imago SoqU<llCO Allal)'sis
Figure 7. The "image sequence triangle" depicting possible operations that involve
image sequences.
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Image sequence processing refers to the operations offiltering and improving the visual
image quality, e.g., [43,50,56], spatiotemporal interpolation, e.g., [10,24,49,57],
compression of image sequences and conversion between different video formats, e.g.,
[4,7, 11,38,41]. Image sequence a?alysis refers to those operations that generate some
type of data from image sequences for the purpose of information retrieval or
interpretation, e.g., [6,16,22,59]. The third category, visualization, is concerned with
generating image sequences on the basis of data which are not readily in the form of an
image sequence, e.g., [14,48]. This chapter focuses only on image sequence analysis,
especially motion analysis of the human hand.
Motion analysis is an important branch of image sequence analysis. It involves
estimation of the image motion and inference of 3-D object motion [46], depth
information [55], and surface characteristics [20]. In our case, we concentrate on
estimating and interpreting hand gestures. Charayaphan et al. (1992) and Huang et al.
(1992) have analyzed hand motion by calculating the center of mass (ofthe hand) in ea~h
frame (ofthe image sequence). Then, from the trajectory of the centroid of the hand, they
have classified the motion sign. The basic strategy that Downton et al. (1993) and Hogg
(1984) have utilized in gesture interpretation is to cany out a search to determine a global
best match orientation ofthe limbs and not to attempt to locate feature points. Fels et al.
(1993) and Murakami et al. (1991) have used Data-Glove to estimate and interpret hand
gestures. Our approach in hand gesture recognition is to utilize the local displacement
vector fields to interpret hand gestures. Waxman et al. (1985) and Waxman et al. (1987)
have used the normal displacement vectors along the object contour to distinguish
between different shapes while they are moving. Grossberg (1992) and Grossberg et al.
(1992) have developed a Motion Oriented Contrast (MOC) filter. MOC generates motion
fields that can be used in distinguishing between different contour orientations and
contour directions of motion. Figure 8 shows an example.
The approach used in this work is based on [33,52,53,54]. We utilize the normal
vectors along the hand contour to interpret hand gestures. The interpretation procedure
uses the vector field patterns ofthe whole image sequence. Since there are real time filters
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that recognize different textures or finger prints [37,58], these vector field patterns can
be recognized in real time. Section 3.2 lists the assumptions that we have taken in order
to illustrate our approach. Then, Section 3.3 discusses the issue of optical flow including:
1) its derivation and 2) its utilization in analyzing motion (translation, rotation, and
, deformation). Section 3.4 discusses the recognition method.
a
b
Figure 8. A representation ofa frame from an input sequence presented to the MOe
Filter. (a) A light square moves horizontally to the right against a dark background (b)
The output of the MOe Filter in response to the moving square of Figure 8(a).
cd
Figure 8 (continuation). (c) A light parallelogram moves horizontally to the right
against a dark background (d) The output of the MOe Filter in response to the moving
parallelogram of Figure 8(c).
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3.2 Assumptions
Hand gesture is analyzed assuming the following:
• binary images of the image sequence are available
• hand silhouette contour is one pixel thickness
the first assumption can be achieved by the approach described in [30]. The second
assumption can be obtained by techniques discussed in [25,32].
,
3.3 Hand gesture representation by optical flow
Our objective is to show that
• different shapes that have the same motion path have
distinguishable patterns of optical flow
• different motion paths that have the shape have distinguishable
patterns of optical flow
then, these distinguishable optical flow patterns can be used to recognize a particular
gesture.
3.3.1 Derivation of nonnal optical flow
In order to establish basic concepts, let us initially look at the local optical flow
ofa circle. Then, we apply the established concepts on hand shapes. Referring to Figure
9, a circle is moving from point PI to point P2. We developed an algorithm that obtains
the optical flow in four steps.
First, the center ofmass ofthe object is calculated in both image frames (at PI and
P2) as follows:
x •
c
Y •
c
~tx
N k.Q k
1~
NLYk 'k·Q
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(4)
where N is the number of pixels that belong to the object, Xk and yk are the location where
an object's pixel is located, and xc and yc is the location of the center of mass in the
image. Second, the direction of motion is computed as
(5)
where (xcl,ycl) and (XC2,yC2) are the center of masses of the object in the n-1 and n frames
respectively, i and j are the unit vectors in the horizontal and vertical direction,
respectively. The third step involves selection of points along the object's contour. The
selection method is done either by choosing a point every <II degree (with the center of
mass being the origin) or selecting a point every M pixels as we go along the object
contour. For example, let M = 30, then the orientation of vector v in every selected
point is shown in Figure 10. The fourth step is to obtain the normal vectors that are in the
direction ofthe vector v. There are two phases involved in obtaining the normal vectors
.ofthe selected location on the object contour. The first phase is to calculate the vector's
magnitude as follows:
where k =1, .. , 12. (6)
Figure 11 shows how equation (6) is applied. The second phase is to determine the
orientation of the normal vectors along the object's contour. There are two stages in
determining the orientation (slope) ofthe normal vectors along the object's contour. First,
we obtain an approximated slope of the line segment where a selected point lies. This is
accomplished by placing a center ofNxN mask (in our case 9x9) on the selected point
(Figure 12). Then, going in a clockwise direction, trace the object's pixels until the last
pixel in the mask, PI is reached. We repeat the same procedure in a counter-clockwise
direction until we reach the last point in the mask, called P2. Figure 12 illustrates the first
stage in obtaining the slope of a segment along the object's contour. The slope S ofthe
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segment as seen in Figure 12 is
P2y - PlyS • --"-----=-
P2 - PI
x x
(7)
where the subscripts x and y indicate the horizontal and vertical components, respectively.
The second stage is to obtain the normal vector's slope NS, which is NS = - liS. When
these steps are applied to the moving object of Figure 19, the resulting image which
include the normal optical flowis sh?wn in Figure 13. We summarize the steps of the
algorithm in obtaining the normal optical flow:
• calculating the object's center of mass in each frame.
• computing the direction of motion from two consecutive frames for the
hole image sequence.
• selecting points every M pixels along the object's contour.
• obtaining the normal vector at the selected .point in two stages
o Attaining the slope of a segment on which a selected point lies.
o Attaining the normal vector's slope by taking the inverse-negative
value ofthe segment's slope.
PI
Figure 9. Circle shape object moving from point P1 to point P2 as an input to a
developed algorithm to attain the normal opticalflow along its contour.
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/ 12
11
10
Figure 10. Second" and third steps, selecting points along the object contour and
obtaining the true opticalflow. With M = 30, J2 points are selected.
v
Figure 11. Step four, the first phase in obtaining the orientation ofnormal vectors along
the object contour. The magnitude of the normal vector n is obtained by the Dot
product between the true motion vector v and the unit normal vector of the sUlface
segment at a selectedpoint.
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, P2
PI
rna . ed lllm~ Isome selected point
\ /
Figure 12. Step four, illustration of obtaining the normal vector slope at a selected
point. The estimated slope is obtained by PJ andP2. Then the normal vector slope is the
negative inverse of the slope obtained by PJ and P2.
Figure 13. The nonnalopticalflow when the object ofFigure 9 moves from point PJ to
point P2.
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3.3.2 Viewing the optical flow of different ha!1d shapes and gestures
The purpose ofthis section is to observe the optical flow of different hand shapes
that have the same trajectory path of movement. In addition, we will see how the optical
flow patterns are distinguishable between similar hand shapes that have different motion
paths. In our simulation we have analyzed only three shapes to show how optical flow can
be utilized to represent a particular gesture (Figure 14). The analyzed shapes are of the
hand silhouette. The hand silhouette does not provide as much information as gray level
images of hand. It can only be used to distinguish between shapes that have significant
differences. For example, if the hand silhouettes of the letters "M" and "N" are analyzed
(Figure 15), we can see that their optical flow patterns are similar. In this case we need
to analyze the gray level images. In this thesis we concentrate on binary images only.
First, we view the optical flow ofdifferent shapes that have the same motion path.
Figure 16 shows an image sequence when the hand 'silhouette of the letter "W" moves
diagonally while it is rotating. Figures 17, 18, 19, and 20 show the optical flow when
moving from one position to another, as seen in Figure 16. We combine the optical flow
of Figures 17-20 in one frame image, as seen in Figure 21. Figure 22 shows an image
sequence when the hand silhouette of the letter "Y" moves exactly the same as in Figure
18. Figures 23-26 show the optical flow when moving from one position to another, as
seen in Figure 22. Figure 27 combines the optical flows ofthe image sequence ofFigure
22. Second, we view the optical flow of a similar hand si)ape that moves in two different
paths. Figures 28 and 29 show two image sequences that have the same hand shape (the
letter "L" of the American Sign Language) with different motion paths. Again when we
combine the optical flow ofthe whole sequence, we end up with Figures 30 and 31 which
are the combined flows ofFigures 28 and 29, respectively. From Figures 21, 27, 30, and
31, one can see that a specific shape and motion ofhand produce a unique flow pattern.
In our approach we utilize this flow pattern as the identity of a particular gesture.
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L w y
r
Figure 14. Three analyzed hand shapes which correspond to the letters "L", "W", and
"y" ofthe American Sign Language. The gestures include a combination oftranslation
and rotation.
silhouette
Figure 15. Different handshapes in gray level images can have the same silhouette. The
letters ''M'' and ''N'' of the American Sign Language have distinguishable looks in gray
level images. However, their silhouettes are exactly the same, and also the opticalflow
patterns are the same.
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Figure 16. Image sequence of "w" hand silhouette that translates diagonally while it is
rotating. The numbers indicate the chronological order of the sequence.
Figure 17. The derived opticalflow for the "w" silhouette when goingfrom position 1
to position 2.
30
Figure 18. The derived opticalflow for the "w" silhouette when goingfrom position 2
to position 3.
Figure 19. The derived opticalflow for the "w" silhouette when goingfrom position 3
to position 4. .
31
Figure 20. The derived opticalflow for the "w" silhouette when goingfrom position 4
to position 5.
/
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Figure 21. The combined opticalflows ofFigures 17-20 of the image s~quence of "w"
hand silhouette that translates diagonally while it is rotating.
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Figure 22. Image sequence of "Y" hand silhouette that translates diagonally while it is
rotating. The numbers indicate the chronological order of the sequence.
I
l
Figure 23. The derived optical flow for the "Y" silhouette when goingfrom position 1
to position 2.
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Figure 24. The derived opticalflawfor the "f" handsilhouette when goingfrom position
2 tOposition 3.
Figure 25. The derived opticalflawfor the "f" handsilhouette when goingfrom position
3 to position 4.
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\Figure 26. The derived opticalflowfor the "Y" hand silhouette when goingjrom position
4 to position 5.
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Figure 27. The combined opticqlflow ofFigures 23-26 of the image sequence of"Y"
hand silhouette that translates diagonally while it is rotating.
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Figure 28. Image sequence of"L" hand silhouette that moves in a half-circle path while
it is rotating. The numbers indicate the chronological order of the sequence.
Figure 29. Image sequence of "L" hand silhouette that translates only fonvard and
backward The numbers indicate the chronological order of the sequence.
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Figure 30. The combined'opticalflow of the image sequence of Figure 28.
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FigUre 31. The combined opticalflow of the image sequence of Figure 29.
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3.4 Optical flow recognition
Optical flow patterns can be dealt with as texture problems. We have observed
that each analyzed gesture is a unique pattern. At present, there is special hardware that
can recognize texture in real time. Mahalanobis et al. (1994) proposed a design of spatial
filters to recognize and to discriminate'betWeen various textures. The filters do not require
anyon-line statistical computations for extracting texture information. Therefore, optical
"-...
or digital correlators can be used for fast real-time texture recognition without -\
segmentation. We can employ such filters in recognizing various optical flow texture
patterns. As a result we can identify a particular gesture.
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Chapter 4
i~"
TESTING AND RESULIS
This chapter examines the method that we have used to recognize hand postures
via the smart sensor (Chapter 2), Moreover, it verifies with the aid of the 2-D Fourier
transform that hand gestures can be recognized by the combined optical flow patterns of
an image sequence (Chapter 3),
4.1 Examining the cortical projection approach in recognizing hand
postures
Testing the cortical projection approach was carried out in two phases. The first
phase consisted of developing the interpretation module. For that purpose we used a
database of 15 hand shapes, each corresponding to a letter in the English alphabet (Figure
4). The second phase was validation of the proposed approach and was carried out on
real-world images; a subset of images used in this phase is shown in Figure 26. The
purpose of validation was to determine the impact of signer, hand size, and the view
point.
We have performed several experiments to investigate robustness of the proposed
approach with respect to the change ofthe hand's position. The experiments incorporated
changes in the view point. We found that the approach is not sensitive to minor changes
in object positioning and scale. Examples ofconsidered variations are shown in Figure 32.
Regardless ofa signer's hand position and the size ofa hand, all letters except "E" and "S"
were recognized correctly. The reason the two letters could not be distinguished lies in
the fact that the symbols have very similar silhouettes. In this case, it is necessary to
consider gray level images. Similar problems can be expected for the letters "M" and "N",
and "T". The -rest of the letters in the alphabet can easily be distinguished by using the
silhouette images only.
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In summary, the proposed approach proved to be robust to changes in position
and viewing angle of the object (signer's hand). Also, most ofthe letters in the alphabet
can correctly be classified using silhouette images only. However, for letters "E", "M",
"N", "S", and "T" gray level images should be taken into consideration since their
silhouettes do not carry enough information.
Figure 32. Examples ofimages used in validation ofthe proposed approach. Each row
represents three different views ofa single letter shown in Figure 4.
4.2 Examining the combined optical flow in recognizing hand
gestures
The technique we have proposed (Chapter 3) in recognizing hand gestures is to
utilize the combined optical flow pattern of an image sequence as a gesture identity. The
optical flow patterns can be distinguished from each other by filters (e.g., [37] and [58]).
Thus, it is better to observe the frequency domain of the optical flow patterns. We veritY
that different hand gestures have different spectrum patterns in the frequency domain.
Testing was carried out in two phases. First, we have observed the 2-D Fourier
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transfol1l1 ofthe optical flow patterns of different gestures, as seen in Figures 21, 27, 30,
and 31. Figures 33, 34, 35, and 36 show the Fourier transform images ofFigures 21, 27,
30, and 31, respectively. One can see the obvious difference between the spectrum
patterns ofthe four different hand gestures. Based on the spectrum difference, filters can
be designed to identify specific gestures. The second phase of testing was to observe the
spectrums ofthe same gesture with different speeds. If a signer moves his/her hand fast,
the image sequence will have fewer frames than the image sequence in which the signer
moves hislher hand slowly. Let's take, for example, the hand gesture shown in Figure 28
which has five image frames. If the hand gesture is slow, then the image sequence might, .
for instance, have 9 frame images (Figure 37). The combined optical flow in Figure 37 is
shown in Figure 38, and the 2-D Founertransform ofFigure 38 is shown in Figure 39.
We can see that the spectrum in Figure 39 has a similar pattern to the spectrum in Figure
35. The same holds for the other gestures. Various speeds of the signer do not change the
basic spectrum pattern. Furthermore, our method can be used with different hand sizes
because hand size does not affect the basic pattern obtained by the optical flow:
Moreover, minor changes in the view angle do not affect the recognition as long as the
basic shape of the hand ofa certain gesture is not changed completely.
Another issue that we would like to discuss is hand deformation while in gesture.
Our approach is able to distinguish between different gestures, which include moving
deformed hands. No matter what shape ofhand is in each image frame (that is, each frame
has a hand shape that differs from other frames), its optical flow is obtained. At the end
we combine the optical flow of the image sequence in·one frame image to construct a
unique texture pattern for this particular gesture.
In summary, our approach to hand gesture recognition has proved (via Fourier
transform) that it is unaffected by the speed of the signer, the size of the signer's hand,
and minor changes ofview angle. Moreover, it can be used to recognize gestures in which
a deformed hand is moving. Differentiating between hand gestures that have similar hand
silhouettes and motion paths requires the analysis ofgray level sequence images to extract
more information.
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Figure 33. Fourier spectrum ofthe combined opticalflow ofFigure 21. The opticalflow
is derived from the image sequence of "W" hand silhouette that translates diagonally
while it is rotating.
Figure 34. Fourier spectrum ofthe combined opticalflow ofFigure 27. The opticalflow
is derived from the image sequence of "Y" hand silhouette that translates diagonally
while it is rotating.
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Figure 35. Fourier spectrum ofthe combined opticalflow ofFigure 30. The opticalflow
is derivedfrom the image sequence of "L" hand silhouette that translates and rotates in
half-circle path shape.
Figure 36. Fourier spectmm ofthe combined opticalflow ofFigure 31. The opticalflow
is derived from the image sequence of "L" hand silhouette that translates diagonally
fOlward and backward
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Figure 37. This image sequence has the same gesture as Figure 28. However, the
signer's hand speed is slower in this case than in Figure 28. As a result more image
.frames are produced.
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Figure 38. The combined opticalflow ofthe image sequence ofFigure 37.
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Figure 39. Fourier spectrum ofFigure 38. The opticalflow is derivedfrom the image
sequence of "L" hand shape that translates and rotates in a half-circle path shape.
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSIONS
This thesis presented two parts of a vis.ion system for automated recognition of
hand signals. The first part interpreted hand posture. The second system translated hand
motion into meaning. The problem of developing an automated system for interpreting
hand gesticulation (postures and gestures) is very complex, and thus this thesis viewed
this problem as two sub-problems. Future work will requir~ devel<:>ptn.ent of the interface
between the two parts.
Chapter 2 discussed the method that we used in hand posture recognition. We
utilized the smart sensor to acquire hand silhouette postures and exploited its output
(cortical projection) to extract features. The primary reasons for adopting the smart
sensor over an ordinary sensor are
• 2-D signals (images) of a hand silhouette are transformed to I-D
signals. Processing a I-D signal is much easier than processing a 2-D
signal.
• Discarding unnecessary information leads to fast processing and regains
less storage space. Although the image size is reduced, the cortical image has
the necessary information that is needed to go back to the original image .
• Object shape representation (cortical projection) is obtained when
scanning the scene.
The attained cortical images from the smart sensor_were used for feature extraction. The
main features that we used are holes, peaks, valleys, and gaps. We introduced the
monotony operator that detects peaks and valleys at a very low computation cost. Then,
we constructed 5-element pattern vectors generated by extracting features from the
cortical images.
Chapter 3 considered the issue ofhand motion or gesture. We utilized the normal
optical flow ofan image sequence to represent a gesture. The normal flow vectors were
"'f
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obtained when a .hand translates, rotates, or dilates. At selected points along the hand
silhouette's contours, flow vectors were derived for each image frame. These flow vectors
of each frame express the basic hand shape in that frame. Next, we combined the flow
vectors of all frames. As a result, a unique pattern was formed for a gesture. In this
manner, a gesture can be identified by these combined flow vector fields.
In Chapter 4, we tested the techniques that we used in hand posture and gesture
recognition. In the case of utilizing the smart sensor in interpreting hand posture, we
considered a specific example of differentiating 15 hand shapes used for finger spelling.
The proposed approach is robust to changes in position and viewing angle of the signer's
hand. Differentiating between a larger number ofhand shapes, and in particular those that
cannot be differentiated by hand silhouette, e.g., "N" and "M", requires a similar strategy
applied to gray level images. Overall, it is shown that the change in sensing strategy
simplifies the recognition problem and can provide for real time recognition when coupled
with proper hardware. In the case ofutilizing optical flow in hand gesture recognition, we
considered five gestures:
• different hand silhouettes with similar motion path
• different motion paths with similar hand silhouette
• similar hand silhouettes and motion paths and different numbers of
frames.
The combined optical flow ofthese gestures was examined by the 2-D Fourier transform.
We observed that different gestures have different spectrum patterns and similar gestures
with different numbers offrames have similar spectrum patterns. The motive in converting
the gesture problem to texture pattern recognition problem is the availability of real-time
texture recognition systems, e.g., [30,51].
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APPENDIX A
AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE ALPHABET
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